Stylized chromosome images.
Stylized chromosome images 1) serve as a format to test effects of preprocessing algorithms used in automated karyotyping; 2) enhance the ability of humans to perform quantitative analysis of chromosomal aberrations; 3) provide an alternative format for karyotype hard copies produced by automated systems. Stylized chromosomes are two-dimensional computer-generated images based on information extracted from one-dimensional width and density profiles. These profiles correspond to what cytogeneticists observe through the microscope as the shape and banding patterns of stained chromosomes. Stylized presentation sharpens chromosome band boundaries and perimeters, reduces "noise," and enhances gray level variations, which are difficult to distinguish by humans on photographic or computer generated karyotypes. Karyotyping accuracy using stylized images was used to detect difficult areas for automated chromosome identification. Landmark bands sufficient to classify chromosomes were identified; shapes of chromosomes reflected in width profiles were said to aid classification. A two-step automated karyotyping strategy proposed is: 1) classify chromosomes by landmarks, minimum information needed for identification; 2) subsequently employ the full banding pattern with maximum resolution to detect aberrations. Stylized images of abnormal chromosomes have potential for testing hypothesis regarding breakpoints and quantitative analysis, but improvements are needed in homologue normalization and definition of termini of chromosomes.